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TfL-EON LBEG 
Palestra Re:Fit project 
update 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation provides an overview of TfL’s head office energy BAU work and Palestra Re:Fit project with EONWhat are our environmental impacts? The Government’s Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) sets out 22 potential environmental KPIs for resource use and emissions to air, land and water. We have focused on 3 of these as our main Environmental KPIs, which are externally verified by the Carbon Trust:Greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide being the main emission)Water useWasteBut our Head Office standards cover the majority of the 22 potential impacts, from requirements for low Volatile Organic Compounds in the paints we use through to Forest Stewardship Council certified timber in all GLA projectsHowever, I’d like to set the scene by going back 400,000 years...
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source: J.R. Petit, J.Jouzel, et al., Nature, 1999 & 

Scientific details: www.agu.org/sci_soc/vostok.html 

The Vostok story... 
At the end of the 1970s, a group of 
Russian and French scientists drilled 
through a frozen ice lake in the Antarctic 
at a place called Vostok   
 
After much difficulty, they extracted 
frozen ice cores from a depth of 2.2 
miles.  These cores held trapped air 
bubbles laid down as snow when the ice 
was formed - representing atmospheric 
conditions from across the last 400,000 
years. 

The scientists were able to analyse the density of the ice and trapped air to create a 
record of the temperature from the Ice Ages to modern day. This showed that aside 
from relatively short ‘interglacial’ periods, the last 10,000 years has seen relatively 
stable temperatures. 
 
Further work analysed carbon dioxide (CO2) levels over that time as well.  The CO2 
level has varied between 200 and 300 parts per million (ppm), with each 100 ppm 
representing a shift of about 200 billion tonnes of carbon into the atmosphere. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end of the 1970s a group of Russian and French scientists decided to drill through a frozen ice lake in the Antarctic at a place called Vostok.  After much technical difficulty, in terrible conditions, they were able to extract frozen ice cores down to a depth of 2.2 miles.  These cores held trapped air bubbles laid down as snow when the ice was formed, thus representing the conditions of the atmosphere over the last 400,000 years.The scientists were, over the next few years, able to analyse the density of the ice and the trapped air inside it, in order to create a record of the temperature over that time which has primarily been in ice ages with relatively short ‘interglacial’ periods.  The last 10,000 years have shown relatively stable warm temperature.Further work led to the analysis of carbon dioxide levels over that time too.  The CO2 level has varied between 200 and 300 parts per million over that time, with each 100 ppm representing a shift of about 200 billion tonnes of carbon between ocean / land sinks and the atmosphere.Can anyone see a relationship between these two datasets?Given the additional carbon emissions of the industrial revolution through to 2018, which have increased ppm levels by a further 110ppm, should we really continue to pump 80million tonnes of CO2 into the earth’s atmosphere every single day?This science is not ‘modelling’, it is not about the future.  It is a history lesson of the planet’s atmosphere.Scientific details can be found at: www.agu.org/sci_soc/vostok.html
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source: J.R. Petit, J.Jouzel, et al., Nature, 1999 Scientific details: www.agu.org/sci_soc/vostok.html 

The Vostok data... 

A journey back in time across hundreds of thousands of years 

Do you notice a correlation? 
Since the Industrial Revolution we have 
boosted CO2 to 412ppm, what next? 

World populations: 
1,000,000,000 

5,000,000 
100,000 

 
In 1850 
12,000 years ago 
200,000 years ago 

7,800,000,000 Jan’20 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data provides a record of the temperature over the last 400,000 years, which has primarily been in ice ages with relatively short ‘interglacial’ periods.  The last 12,000 years have shown relatively stable warm temperature.Further work led to the analysis of carbon dioxide levels over that time too.  The CO2 level has varied between 200 and 300 parts per million over that time, with each 100 ppm representing a shift of about 200 billion tonnes of carbon between ocean / land sinks and the atmosphere.Can anyone see a relationship between these two datasets?Given the additional carbon emissions of the industrial revolution through to 2018, which have increased ppm levels by a further 110ppm, should we really continue to pump 80million tonnes of CO2 into the earth’s atmosphere every single day?This science is not ‘modelling’, it is not about the future.  It is a history lesson of the planet’s atmosphere.Scientific details can be found at: www.agu.org/sci_soc/vostok.htmlIn Population terms, we’ve only been a species for 200,000 years, and had grown to circa 5 million people 12,000 years ago. At that point we developed agriculture, which led to more opportunities to specialise and develop science, technology, engineering, art, music, mathematics and all the fun stuff that being human is all about.We grew to 1 billion people by 1850 at the start of the industrial revolution which enabled even further growth to just under 8 billion people today.
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The Mayor of London has set a target 
to reduce carbon emissions across the 
city as a whole by 40 per cent by 2022 
(based on 1990 levels), with the city 
aiming to be carbon-neutral by 2050 
(OR 2030 from the latest manifesto tweets...) 

For buildings in London, this can be delivered 
through four key areas: 
• New build – while a small area across 

London, this is a significant driver for TfL, 
with our Palestra, Pier Walk and Endeavour 
Square office hubs being influenced by our 
energy standards during construction; 

• Decentralised energy – working to self 
generate heat, power and cooling to reduce 
grid demand as well as improvements being 
made to the wider electricity grid. Palestra’s 
fitout was heavily influenced by this; 

• Energy Efficiency – new technical solutions 
such as better/more efficient lighting; and 
also Heating, Ventilation & Air conditioning 
(HVAC) and fabric insulation refurbishments; 

• Behavioural change – Changing how staff 
occupy and use our buildings can make a 
huge difference, from everyone turning off 
their PC every night to managing our 24/7 
buildings & accommodation strategy better. 

What is London doing about it? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2005-06 the Mayor set a target for London as a whole to reduce its CO2 emissions by 60% by 2025 (more onerous in terms of time when compared with the central Govt. target of an 80% reduction by 2050), with this diagram showing the potential savings from buildings:New build was seen as a small proportion for all of London, as most of the buildings in use in 2025 were already built. However, for TfL it has been a significant driver with first Pier Walk and now 5 Endeavour Square hubs being influenced by our standards from drawing board to constructionDecentralised energy encapsulates both the electricity grid getting better and buildings starting to self generate heat, power and cooling to reduce grid demand. We currently have 3 solar electric generation sites, 3 solar thermal (hot water) generation sites, and 2 gas powered Combined Heat and Power (CHP) engines along with one Fuel Cell CHP, while 5 Endeavour Square is 100% supplied by ENGIE's decentralised heating and cooling energy scheme at the Olympic parkEnergy Efficiency in this diagram refers to technical solutions such as better/more efficient lighting; and Heating, Ventilation & Air conditioning (HVAC) and insulation refurbishmentsWhile behavioural change refers to not only our occupants but also ourselves and our FM contractors. How we occupy and use our buildings can make a huge difference, from everyone turning off their PC every night (potentially saving £150k a year) to managing our 24/7 buildings & accommodation strategy better to avoid a whole building's HVAC systems being run for 3 occupants (like at Endeavour Square)TfL’s total CO2 emissions are 1.94m tonnes per year (circa 5% of London’s emissions), and although Head Offices only account for 1% of this that is still ~18,000 tonnes per year and is equivalent to: Nearly £5m a year (& improving our efficiency has saved TfL circa £15m in energy costs since 2005), OR 4,000 homes, OR 11 days of the bus network, OR 13 days of running the Tube, OR even River Services for the whole year! 
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This year’s energy efficiency target is 2% 
better than last year’s, when we met the 
Mayor’s energy efficiency target 6 years early! 

• Asset management and performance: 
• Analysing when and why things go wrong and setting standards for 

the way things should be done 
 

• Utility contract management:  
• Paying the bills – circa £4.5m a year – and ensuring they are 

accurate and performance is on target! 
 

• Asset replacement programme: 
• Planning and making things right 
• Technology review and roll out when appropriate, from LEDs to 

BMS monitoring enhancements to energy performance contracts 
 

• Maintain external accreditation: 
• Proving things are getting better and obtaining benefits such as 

climate change levy gas cost reductions 
• Statutory Display Energy Certificates, Carbon Trust Standard, and 

Combined Heat and Power Quality Assurance (CHPQA) at 2 sites 
 

• Behavioural change campaigns: 
• Persuading our colleagues and contractors to help 

 

• Best practice promotion: 
• Researching what other people are doing to tackle the same issues 

via Better Buildings Partnership membership & CIBSE task groups 

TfL Estates Management work streams 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following workstreams cover the main aspects of our work and how they relate to improving our environmental performance:Asset management and performance review    (Analysing when and why things go wrong and setting standards for the way things should be done) Utility contract management  (Paying the bills – circa £5m a year – and ensuring they are accurate).  Capex “Property Care” Programme   (Planning and making things right) Maintain external accreditation  (Proving things are getting better and obtaining benefits such as climate change levy gas cost reductions) Behavioural Change Campaigns    (Persuading our colleagues and contractors to help) Best practice promotion    (Researching what other people are doing to tackle the same issues)
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• Relocate 2500 staff in 
improved facilities  

• Reduce running costs 
• Minimise energy & water 

usage 
• Improve BREEAM rating to 

Excellent 
• Maximise ‘Tri-Generation’ 

opportunity 
• Maximise recycling 
• Payback within TfL’s lease 

period 
• Improve cycling facilities 

The brief... 

The Palestra building: TfL fitout in 2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Palestra was TfL's first hub building in its 2006 Accommodation Strategy to consolidate multiple sites & minimise costs. It was designed by Will Alsop as a speculative office in 2005, with the London Development Agency (another Mayoral functional body) occupying two floors in 2007. The LDA's fitout included the 63kW Photovoltaic array and 14 1kW urban wind turbines (albeit only 2 remain on test following a recall of the product by the manufacturer).Palestra achieved a BREEAM rating of ‘Very Good’ and won various RIBA awards for its designTfL's fitout brief in 2007 took the building to the next level in terms of decentralised energy installations, water efficiency, cycling facilities and neighbourhood working layout to maximise staff productivity with minimum running costs.
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• Increased occupant 
satisfaction 

• Improved productivity 
• Flexible, modern  

workspace 
• BREEAM Excellent rating 

achieved 
• Beating benchmarks for 

office floor power & water 
• High recycling rates 
• Record number of cyclists 

Palestra – the initial results 
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1.834kW electric gas combined heat 
and power (CHP) engine 

2.200kW electric fuel cell CHP 
3.75 cubic metre thermal store to even 

out the heat supply and demand 
4.Absorption chiller to use the CHPs' 

excess heat to provide cooling to the 
building 

5.Cooling tower to then get rid of 
excess absorption chiller heat 

6.New electric "free cooling" chiller to 
provide more efficient base load 
cooling  

7.Electrical generator and infrastructure 
to provide resilient supplies to 
support our operations  

8.Rainwater harvesting tanks and 
pumps to use rainwater to flush 
toilets and urinals 
 
 

Mechanical systems overview 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Following major construction works, the Tri-Gen system was fully commissioned in spring 2009, but... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design team took the brief and carried out an assessment of building energy demand using dynamic  thermal modelling and energy production simulation software to come up with a scheme including:834kW electric gas Combined Heat and Power (CHP) engine200kW electric fuel cell CHP75 cubic metre thermal store to even out the heat supply and demandAbsorption Chiller to use the CHPs' excess heat to provide cooling to the buildingCooling tower to then get rid of excess absorption chiller heatNew electric "free cooling" chiller to provide more efficient base load cooling in the winterRainwater harvesting tanks and pumps to use rainwater to flush toilets and urinalsDual flush (6 and 4 litre) controls for the toilets that had originally been designed with 6 litre single flush controlElectrical generator and infrastructure to provide resilient supplies for the new bus network control centre in the building
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Additional 24/7 TfL 
occupancy from Jun’12 

E.ON’s pipework 
modifications 
complete and CHP 
recommissioned 
Nov’17 

CHP turned off 
Nov’13 
following Verco 
analysis and 
report 

Over the next nine years the following happened: 
• In 2012, TfL instigated a redesign of electrical 

resilience infrastructure to accommodate for 
additional 24/7 staff operation within the building 

• This required the fuel cell Combined Heat & Power 
(CHP) unit to be put in to stasis for two years, 
which led to various equipment failures within the 
unit. Since 2015, TfL has been working to bring the 
fuel cell back online 

• In 2013 TfL commissioned a study by Verco to 
investigate why the original gas CHP system did not 
work as originally designed. This led to various 
recommendations, with the system turned off 
while an energy performance contract via the  
GLA's REFIT framework was procured 

• In 2015 E.ON were appointed to carry out the 
design & build energy performance contract, with 
works completed in November 2017 guaranteeing 
£111k a year in savings and an 8 per cent energy 
efficiency improvement 

• In May 2019 we smashed those targets, saving 
£442k, improving energy efficiency by 22 per cent 
 and carbon emissions by 7 per cent! 
 

Energy performance reporting – first decade 

Annual Display Energy Certificates (DECs) help us 
track performance. We’re now better than a typical 
non-air conditioned office building! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the next 9 years the following happened:The LDA was dissolved back in to the GLA at City Hall, releasing their two floors to TfLTfL instigated a redesign of electrical resilience infrastructure to allow for a second floor of critical transport operational control rooms to be installed on siteThis electrical resilience project required the Fuel Cell to be put in to stasis for 3 years, which has led to various equipment failures within the unit. We have been working since 2015 to bring the Fuel Cell back on line, including the purchase of a spare unit from Scottish and Southern to provide the relevant spare partsIn 2012 TfL commissioned a study by Verco to investigate why the original CHP design did not work. This led to various recommendations in 2013 and the decision for the system to be turned off while the appropriate redesigns were carried out under an energy performance contract via the GLA's REFIT frameworkIn 2015 Eon/Matrix were appointed to carry out the design & build energy performance contract, with works completed in November 2017 guaranteeing £111k a year in savings and an 8% energy efficiency improvementIn May 2019 we smashed those targets, saving £422k and improving energy efficiency by 22% with 7% carbon emissions saving!



10 Hot water pipework & Gas CHP Improvements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Eon/Matrix works were extensive, costing £500k and were mainly focused on:Splitting the heat supply from the demand by adding several controllable valves in the LTHW pipeworkStopping all the Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) from passing through the thermal store, and thereby ensuring that the heat was used first by the building before excess heat is storedLoading up the gas CHP's twinned transformer (TX3) with the second floor's control room electrical loads (circa 160kW) and installing an additional modulating chiller to enable the gas CHP to maximise its electrical output without any electrical exportProviding a link between the Energy Management System and the BMS to allow the BMS to continually alter the gas CHP's electrical output to match the TX3's electrical demand (ie thereby avoiding any electrical export)Recommissioning the Absorption Chiller and associated Cooling  Tower controls to provide a consistent 24/7 heat demand for the CHP’s heat output (additionally reducing the 6 other traditional electrical chillers’ electricity consumption and thereby the cooling system’s overall carbon footprint). Absorption chillers use LTHW to make chilled water (CHW) at an efficiency of circa 70%, so are only practicable when there is “waste” heat available from a CHP. Replacing Domestic Hot Water (DHW – used for hand washing, showers and catering facilities) calorifiers (700 litre hot water cylinders heated by coils fed with 80degC LTHW) with plate heat exchangers & 800 litre buffer vessels. These allow the thermal store to provide the building's DHW demand with lower temperature hot water (down to 60degC LTHW) and thereby run the building's heating demand for longer during the night with no CHP or boiler heat input at all (during the times when there sometimes isn’t enough electrical demand to run the CHP over night or during CHP maintenance periods). This also provides almost unlimited hot water supplies to the users on site (including a significant number of bicycle users for the basement showers), as opposed to the original design that required 2-hours to regenerate heat once the calorifiers were fully dissipated.Replacing 34 obsolete BMS controllers and the complete BMS communication & data storage infrastructure & BMS head end software to provide a robust control system that is fit for purpose and able to be used by the Building Management and FM teams to better manage the building’s HVAC systems in order to improve occupant comfortFinally, the project recommissioned two floors of Fan Coil Units (FCUs are fans above the ceiling which use CHW and LTHW to cool or heat the occupied space below) as a proof of concept. During the REFIT works, it was noticed that significant on floor simultaneous heating and cooling was occurring (circa 500kW thermal chiller load dropped off when the LTHW system was turned off in order to carry out the project’s LTHW pipework changes). This has brought significant comfort benefits for the users (on those two floors) and has set out a way forward for TfL to improve health and well being for the whole site, along with saving further energy & carbon emissions.
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However, the industry benchmarks comparison above 
suggests there are still areas that can be improved, 
from lighting & HVAC controls to occupant 
engagement to switch off PCs when they leave.  
A 93 score D-rated DEC is a great result given the 100 
score is effectively a non-fully air conditioned “mixed 
mode” standard occupancy density building, but we 
aim to find out how low we can go! 

• By May 2019, we had achieved a D-rated DEC score of 93, which 
compares very favourably to the G-rated 182 score from 2010 (when 
the original project handed over a CHP running 24/7 at full output). 

• In the 12 months to the end of December 2019 we saved £520k in 
building utilities running costs and improved annual energy efficiency 
by 24 per cent and carbon emissions by 7 per cent  

• Compared to industry benchmarks we have taken a building (that was 
already 27 per cent better than Typical consumption) and improved it 
to 45 per cent better than Typical and 12 per cent better than Good! 

How low can we go? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How low can we go?Display Energy Certificates provide a process for comparing office buildings with a recognised benchmarkAfter 9 months of CHP run time (ie by end of August 2018) we have achieved an E-rated DEC score of 111, which compares very favourably to the G-rated 182 score from 2010 (when the original project handed over a CHP running 24/7 at full output), and also the F-rated 141 score DEC (the best traditional grid supplied score we achieved in 2017 with no CHP running at all)From January 2018 to December 2018 we saved £426k in building utilities running costs and improved annual energy efficiency by 17% and carbon emissions by 16%, smashing the REFIT guarantee of £111k savings and 8% improvementFrom a BRECSU Energy Consumption Guide 19 (ECON19) perspective we have taken a building (that was already 27% better than Typical “Type 4” consumption) and improved it to 36% better than Typical “Type 4” consumption. The use of the absorption chiller has also improved cooling performance from 53% worse than Typical to an electric chiller use of exactly Typical practice despite the building running 2 floors of 24/7 control rooms and another floor of operational TfL & Police staff working 24/7.However, the ECON19 comparison also suggests there are still areas that can be improved, from lighting & HVAC controls to occupant engagement to switch off PCs when they leaveA sub-100 score D-rated DEC is definitely our target and would be a great result given the 100 score is effectively a non-fully air conditioned “mixed mode” standard occupancy density building!



12 Surely we just have to turn stuff off? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These next 3 slides try to quantify the scale and costs of the problem and identify where the losses are occurring in two of our major office hubs:The LHS is an average weekday and the RHS is an average weekend day from  a year’s worth of energy dataThe black dotted line is the incoming supply.Palestra has a significant 24/7 operational team shown in greenOffice lighting and small power shown in blueAnd the remainder in red is a virtual meter associated with the remaining HVAC and other supplies that must make up the total. Overall we’re spending over £420k a year on electricity outside of Mon-Fri  0700-1800 which is 56% of the total usage...



13 Is it the lighting control or the people? 

B AU C apex  cos ts B AU £ Notes L ig htbos s  budg et £ Notes
L ighting replacements £30,000 E s timate for nex t 10 years £1,071,484

C apex  s ub-total £30,000 £1,071,484
B AU ong oing  10-year T otal s imple  cos ts
Annual In hours  electric ity at current loading for 
non-24/7 floors

£71,861 D ata from 01/06/18-31/05/19 £30,750.65 No lighting control s avings  
as s umed for wors t cas e

Annual O ut of hours  electric ity at current loading 
for non-24/7 floors

£61,789 D ata from 01/06/18-31/05/19 £2,644.05 L ighting controls  & L E D  
fittings  s avings  as s umed.

Annual electric ity at current loading for 24/7 floors £47,714 6th floor data from 01/07/14-
30/06/18 & doubled for 2nd floor

£20,417.44 No lighting control s avings  
as s umed for wors t cas e

T otal cos t of owners hip £1,843,642 £1,609,605
10 year T C O  S aving £234,037 8.4 year payback

As s umptions
E lectric ity rate £0.12 £/kW h (this  is  current but will increas e over nex t 10 years )
C urrent total electric ity for non-24/7 floors 1,113,755 kW h
C urrent out of hours  electric ity for non-24/7 floors 514,909 kW h
C urrent in hours  electric ity for non-24/7 floors 598,845 kW h
24/7 floors  lighting loads 397,614 kW h
L E D  fittings  s avings  %  (from L ightbos s  calcs ) 43%
L E D  controls  out of hours  s avings  %  es timate 90%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drill down to the lighting and power submetering and you can see it’s not just our colleagues not turning stuff off but also our lighting control system!The light blue is lighting on the non-24/7 floors wasting £56k a year due to an ageing T5 Phillips lighting control system that we are now looking to replace with LED and working controlsThe dark blue is non-24/7 office floor power with £39k spent “out of hours” when very minimal staff are on the floors. Is it really only PCs and monitors left on or do our printers, microwaves, zip taps and fridges consume all that background power?We’ve also now received initial budget costs for LED upgrade of the whole building and its obsolete Philips control system. Either £1.07m capex or £18k a month rental options available via the Prolite framework. Comparison costs being sought from Philips prior to business case proposal for next financial year.Based on current proposal Capex route the worst case payback is 8.4 years with 10 year Total Cost of Ownership savings of >£234k



14 LEDs vs fluorescents, & what are the parasitic loads? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the jump to LED Simmtronics controlled lighting at our newest site in Stratford hasn’t really helped, with £37k a year out of hours wastage (albeit a much lower total lighting consumption for a similar sized building - £126k vs £204k at Palestra)While our occupants or parasitic on floor loads are at it again with £30k of out of hours usageThis also shows the joys of poor metering installation. The blue dotted line should be at the top of the chart, but one floor had it’s total power meter CTs swapped around with it’s lighting power sub-meter and therefore double counted the small power loads until the contractor could be brought back to rectify



15 Staff Behavioural Change  

57 % of our electricity usage was 
during the night and at the 
weekend, which cost £35k per week!  
We can all do more to # Powerdown 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We evolve our Behavioural Change campaigns with our occupants on a regular basis to keep them engaged (albeit the ability to stay on top of multiple comms channels has diminished following Facilities Operations’ interns role removal and also the churn in TfL internal comms staff). The pan-TfL Destination Green behavioural change initiative was launched in 2009-10 and provides:Quarterly Source intranet campaigns and desktop backgroundsSource intranet site with tools, posters, performance feedback (on Head Office energy, water and waste performance)We’ve introduced a “gamification” update to our energy leagues and “live” feedback chart enabling users to track their actual performance on a weekly basisDestination Green Yammer forum to help our staff connect on environmental issues and ideasWe even have top down support from Managing Director level blogs and champions at TfL board level. However, how can switching off a PC be so complicated? And is that linked to why we still use circa 57% of our electricity at night and on the weekend when few of our buildings are occupied. We can all do more to #powerdown



16 We need designers and occupiers to think holistically 

24/7 staff on one floor 

5ES: 
3 24/7 staff in whole   
of Stratford building 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our other main office hub in North Greenwich shows another potential pit fall.The office was designed with vertically fed quadrant air handling units, but we occupied the 4th floor with 24/7 staff horizontally so all 4 AHUs run out of hours instead of just one if we had set our accommodation strategy to match the HVAC solutionI mentioned the 24/7 AHU usage (& £34k a year costs) on previous slides. We’ve attempted to tackle this issue and the project’s wider value engineering pitfall of removing variable HVAC control using the original Trend BMS and 2 additional wifi device sensors that feed the BMS with a % of maximum occupancy value based on the number of non-static wifi devices picked up on the floor at any given moment. This has enabled variable volume control during the day and significant reductions at night. The only issue was that 3 months in, our accommodation strategy moved the 24/7 users so we’re having to go back to site to recommission the system! Significant behavioural change therefore sits with the occupiers management function to better plan for how the building gets used day to day...



17 DfP = Targets, controls and commissioning 

SIMULATE TO IMPROVE 
DESIGN AND CONFIRM 

PERFORMANCE TARGETS 

BUILD AND 
COMMISSION TO 
MATCH DESIGN 

TUNE CONTROLS IN EARLY 
OPERATION TO MATCH 

SIMULATION  
AND REVISED DESOPS 

COMPARE 
ACTUAL ENERGY 
WITH TARGETS 

Diagnose control 
improvements 

Initial 
Description 

of Operations 

Revise 
Description 

of 
Operations 

Final 
Description 

of 
Operations 

Feedback so 
designers can 

learn from 
outcomes 

COULD THIS EVEN LINK TO A 
MAINTENANCE CONTRACT 

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DfP is an iterative process whereby the design simulations are used to set the initial control strategy which is then fine tuned and compared back to the simulations to optimise the control strategy during commissioning.We have just started work with both the GLA and BBP to see whether this could also lead to maintenance contracts that  guarantee environmental performance of the building as well as the more basic statutory requirements of a standard maintenance contract, as this is seen as the only way to bring the current building stock up to energy efficient levels.
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To find out more  
please contact: 
Quinten.Babcock@tube.tfl.gov.uk  
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